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ABSTRACT

We developed means to form multilayer superstructures of large collections of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) configured in horizontally

aligned arrays, random networks, and complex geometries of arrays and networks on a wide range of substrates. The approach involves

guided growth of SWNTs on crystalline and amorphous substrates followed by sequential, multiple step transfer of the resulting collections

of tubes to target substrates, such as high-k thin dielectrics on silicon wafers, transparent plates of glass, cylindrical tubes and other curved

surfaces, and thin, flexible sheets of plastic. Electrical measurements on dense, bilayer superstructures, including crossbars, random networks,

and aligned arrays on networks of SWNTs reveal some important characteristics of representative systems. These and other layouts of SWNTs

might find applications not only in electronics but also in areas such as optoelectronics, sensors, nanomechanical systems, and microfluidics.

Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) might represent

an interesting semiconductor material for electronic applica-

tions, as suggested by the high current-carrying capacities,

ideal subthreshold behavior, and high-field effect mobilities

in single tube devices.1-3 Although devices of this type can

be used to achieve representative demonstrations in electron-

ics, optoelectronics, sensing and other areas, their integration

intoascalable technologyposesmanysignificantchallenges.4-8

One approach to avoid these difficulties relies on collections

of tubes, either in random, submonolayer networks9-11 or,

preferably, horizontally aligned arrays,12-16 as effective thin

film type semiconductors. Films based on arrays can in fact

be used to form transistors and simple circuits (i.e., logic

gates) with reproducible, device level characteristics that

approach expectations based on some of the best single tube

devices.12 Certain applications, however, require collections

and layouts of tubes that are more complex than simple

aligned arrays or random networks. Synthetic approaches for

such configurations, sometimes in multilayer layouts, are

therefore of some interest. Recent reports show that methods

based on gas flow,17 electrospinning,18 and electric fields19,20

can provide some useful capabilities. Drawbacks include

some combination of moderate to low densities, uncertain

uniformity and electrical properties, and complex fabrication

processes. In this paper, we present a strategy that involves

the guided growth of aligned arrays, random networks and

complex combinations of arrays and networks of SWNTs,

followed by physical transfer of these tubes, in multiple,

sequential steps, to target substrates. This approach enables

the formation of large scale multilayer superstructures of

complex layouts of SWNTs on substrates ranging from

silicon wafers, to flat and curved glass plates to thin plastic

sheets. Electrical measurements illustrate some of the proper-

ties of several layouts of tubes formed in this manner.

The first step of the process, which is illustrated in its

entirety in Figure 1, involves the growth of collections of

SWNTs, typically at coverages somewhat less than a
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monolayer. We used recently reported chemical vapor

deposition (CVD) growth techniques with patterned and

unpatterned catalyst on either single-crystal quartz substrates

for aligned arrays and random networks12-14 or amorphous

SiO2/Si for random networks.21 The catalyst consisted of

solution cast ferritin (Aldrich; diluted in deoinized (DI) water

with concentration 4.25 mg/mL) for the random networks

and submonolayers of iron (<0.5 nm) deposited by electron

beam evaporation for the aligned arrays. Photolithographic

techniques were used to define patterns of both types of

catalyst, using procedures described elsewhere.12,14 For all

cases, the CVD growth used a flow of argon (10 sccm) and

hydrogen (10 sccm) through an ethanol bubbler and a

temperature of 925 °C. By combined control of the catalyst

layout, the substrate type and the growth conditions, con-

figurations of tubes ranging from random networks to

perfectly aligned arrays and anything in between as well as

integrated layouts of electrically connected random networks

and aligned arrays in various geometries, are possible.12-15

The transfer process moves these collections of tubes from

the growth substrate to another surface, without changing

their coverage, geometry, or other properties of their layouts.

The general strategy involves first the deposition of a thin

layer of solid material, which we refer to as the “carrier”,

on top of the SWNTs. Next, a kinetically controlled printing

process22 with a soft, elastomeric stamp peels this film from

the growth substrate and delivers it to a target substrate.

Etching the layers off of the tubes completes the process.

The materials for the carrier film are critically important;

they must (i) effectively encapsulate the exposed parts of

the SWNTs to enable their efficient removal from the growth

substrate, (ii) provide a mechanically strong structural

element for peel-back, and (iii) remove easily from the

SWNTs after transfer in a manner that does not degrade the

properties of the SWNTs. We find that a bilayer of Au and

either polyimide (PI) or polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) provides

all of these required characteristics. The polymer provides

physical toughness for clean separation. The metal can be

removed from the SWNTs by wet chemical etching without

significantly altering their properties or layouts. These

selections, together with the kinetically controlled printing

approach, which obviates the need for an etching step to lift

off the SWNTs from their growth substrate, represent

important differences between the transfer techniques de-

scribed here and those previously reported.21 These differ-

ences lead to the ability to manipulate SWNT arrays,

integrated arrays, and networks as well as multilayer stacks

in ways that were previously impossible.

Figure 1 schematically illustrates the transfer process. The

first step involved deposition of a thin layer of Au (∼100

nm) by electron beam evaporation (3 × 10-6 Torr; Temescal

CV-8) onto the SWNTs. Spin casting (3000 rpm for 30 s)

formed a partially cured film of polyamic acid (PI; polyamic

acid, Aldrich) on top of this Au layer; heating at 110 °C for

2 min removed the solvent and partially cured the PI. A flat

slab of poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS; Sylgard 184, Dow

Corning) elastomer provided the stamp. Placing this stamp

in conformal contact with the PI/Au/SWNTs/substrate and

then quickly peeling it away lifts the film of PI/Au/SWNTs

off of the substrate and leaves it van der Waals adhered to

the surface of the stamp (Figure 1c). The stamp with the

layers of PI/Au/SWNTs was then placed on a receiving

substrate. Slowly peeling back the PDMS leaves the PI/Au/

SWNT on this receiving substrate thereby completing the

transfer. The PI/Au carrier was removed by oxygen reactive

ion etching (RIE) (150 mtorr, 20 sccm O2, 150 W, 35 min)

to eliminate the PI, followed by wet etching with a

commercial solution (Au-TFA, Transene) to eliminate the

Au. The process with PVA is similar except that the PVA is

dried 70 °C for 30 min (instead of cured) after spin casting

(speed, time, thickness) from a DI water solution. The PVA

can be removed by 10 min of rinsing with DI water.

Figure 2a shows a scanning electron microscope (SEM)

image of arrays of SWNTs grown on quartz and transferred

to 100 nm SiO2/Si. The inset provides an SEM image of the

SWNT arrays on the growth substrate, collected before the

transfer process. The bright stripes in these images cor-

respond to the regions of patterned iron catalyst where dense

random networks of SWNTs form. As the SWNTs emerge

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of a printing-like process for
transferring well-defined collections of SWNTs from a growth
substrate to a receiving substrate. The process consists of several
steps, beginning with patterned growth of SWNTs (aligned arrays
in this case) on a substrate (quartz in this case) by chemical vapor
deposition (a), followed by deposition of a bilayer of Au/polymer
(either PI or PVA) as a carrier film (b), and removal of the resulting
SWNT/Au/polymer layer with an elastomeric stamp (c). Applying
the stamp to a receiving substrate (d) and slowing peeling back
the stamp leaves the SWNT/Au/polymer on the receiver (e). Finally,
removing the polymer and Au by etching completes the process
(f).
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from these regions onto the bare quartz, they align with the

[21h1h0] direction.13 Figure 2b,c,d,e shows high-magnification

SEM images of the SWNTs arrays on quartz before transfer

and after transfer to a thin (10 nm) layer of HfO2 substrate

on Si, respectively. As indicated by these images, the density,

alignment, linearity, and other features of the SWNT arrays

are unaltered by the process. The atomic force microscope

(AFM) image in Figure 2a shows nanotube arrays after

transfer on 100 nm SiO2/Si and a short exposure to H2O2:

H2SO4 ) 2:1 to eliminate residual byproducts from RIE of

the PI. This image indicates that only a small amount of

residue remains, such that the arrays of SWNTs can be seen

clearly. Improvements in the processing might lead to even

smaller residue, for applications that are critically sensitive.

This same procedure is compatible with random networks

and other layouts of tubes. For example, patterning the

catalyst into complex shapes on quartz leads to random

networks of SWNTs in these regions and aligned arrays in

the other regions. Figure 3a,b shows an example where the

catalyst is in the geometry of a ring oscillator. The bright

areas correspond to dense networks of tubes; these regions

are interconnected by aligned arrays. Figure 3c,d presents

the same type of structure after transfer to SiO2(100 nm)/Si.

The efficiency in this case is similar to the simpler structures

of aligned arrays. The same procedures can be used with

other substrates, provided that they are sufficiently smooth

to receive the Au/PI/SWNT layer. Figure 4a,c shows, as

examples, SWNT arrays transferred to the curved surface

of a glass tube and a thin sheet of plastic (Kapton, DuPont).

These results suggest that high-quality SWNT arrays can be

integrated with wide ranging classes of substrates, which are

important for imaging systems, flexible electronics, and other

applications.

An important aspect of the approach is its ability to transfer

tubes onto substrates that already support tubes and can yield

well-defined multilayer superstructures of SWNTs. For

example, bilayer crossbar arrays can be formed by transfer-

ring an aligned array on top of another array with a rotation

of ninety degrees, as shown in Figure 5a. The bright crossed

lines correspond to the regions of catalyst in the two arrays.

Figure 2. (a) SEMs of aligned arrays of SWNTs transferred to a
substrate of SiO2 (100 nm)/Si. The inset shows an image of the
SWNTs on quartz growth substrate before transfer. The inset AFM
shows SWNTs on SiO2 (100 nm)/Si after transfer. (b,c) SEMs of
arrays of SWNTs on a quartz growth substrate. (d,e) SEMs of arrays
of SWNTs transferred to a receiving substrate of HfO2 (10 nm)/Si.
These images indicate that the alignment and density of the arrays
are not changed substantially by the transfer process.

Figure 3. SEMs of complex patterns of dense, random networks
of SWNTs (bright regions) interconnected by aligned arrays of
SWNTs, as grown on quartz (a,b) and transferred to SiO2(100 nm)/
Si (c,d).

Figure 4. Optical image (a) and SEM (b) of aligned arrays of
SWNTs transferred from a quartz growth substrate to the surface
of a glass cylinder. The inset in (b) provides a high-magnification
view. Optical image (c) and SEM (d) of aligned arrays of SWNTs
transferred from a quartz growth substrate to a thin sheet of
polyimide (Kapton).
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Figure 5b illustrates that crossbar arrays of SWNTs, in the

form of square mesh structures, exist inside each box defined

by these catalyst lines. Transfer of random networks onto

aligned arrays produces bilayer structures (Figure 5c,d) with

levels of in-plane anisotropy that can be defined by control-

ling the coverages of the random network and aligned array

components. Similar procedures can be repeated to yield

additional layers. For example, two transfer steps onto a

target substrate with aligned arrays, using rotation angles of

60 degrees, forms trilayer, triangular mesh structures, as

shown in Figure 5e,f.

An obvious potential area of application of these structures

of SWNTs is in electronics, either as field effect transistors,

transparent conductors, or related elements. For these and

other applications, the ability to pattern electrodes, dielectrics,

and other materials by photolithography is important. We

found that even in these multilayer configurations, the

SWNTs are sufficiently adherent to the substrate to allow

for spin casting of photoresist, patterned exposure, develop-

ment and resist removal in a lift-off process that defines metal

electrodes without substantially altering the coverage or

arrangements of the SWNTs. To demonstrate this capability

and to evaluate electrical properties of a representative

multilayer SWNT structures, we formed collections of

electrodes on the aligned arrays (a), the bilayer crossbar

layouts (b), and the random networks (c) as shown in Figure

6. In this process, photolithography defined openings in a

spin cast layer of photoresist (AZ 5214; 1.6 µm at 3000 rpm,

Clariant). Blanket deposition of a bilayer of Ti (1 nm)/Pd

(20 nm) by electron beam evaporation (3 × 10-6 Torr;

Temescal CV-8) followed by removal of the resist with

acetone defined the electrodes. The geometry consisted of

arrays of devices, each with four pads either 40 × 40 or 20

× 20 µm in size, separated by 60 µm. To isolate these

devices, the region between the electrodes was first protected

by a patterned layer of photoresist (AZ 5214; 1.6 µm at

3000 rpm, Clariant) aligned to the devices. Reactive ion

etching (50 mtorr, 20 sccm O2, 100 W, 30 s) then removed

the exposed SWNTs, and a rinse in acetone washed away

the remaining resist. Figure 6 presents images of the types

of devices that were investigated. Current-voltage charac-

teristics were measured in each case with various probing

Figure 5. SEMs of various types of multilayer stacks of SWNTs
formed by transfer. (a,b) SWNTs in the geometry of crossbar arrays
formed by a transfer process. (c,d) Random network of SWNTs
transferred on top of an aligned array. (e,f) SWNTs in the geometry
of a triangle lattice, formed by a two-step transfer process.

Figure 6. SEMs of four terminal test structures formed on SWNTs
with different layouts, including (a) aligned arrays, (b) crossbars,
and (c) random networks.
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combinations using different pairs of electrodes (E1, E2, E3,

and E4). As shown in Figure 7a, the device with aligned

arrays showed extremely strong anisotropy in the properties.

In particular, current flowed only between electrodes E2 and

E4; other probing combinations revealed currents at the noise

limit of our setup. In the case of other devices (Figure 6b,c),

current was observed between all pairs of electrodes, due to

the possibility of percolation pathways associated with tube/

tube junctions. Using a definition of the anisotropy (A)

according to

Ix is the current between E2 and E4, while Iy is the current

between E1 and E3. We find that the aligned arrays have A

) 1 (Figure 6a), the crossbar layouts have A ) 0.04 (Figure

6b, which has a 105 tubes in x-direction while 85 tubes in

y-direction), and the single layer random networks have A

) 0.01 (Figure 6c). Moreover, if we change the number of

tubes in each direction of crossbar layout, we can obtain

various films with different anisotropy factors. For example,

we obtained A ) 0.14 (47 tubes in x-direction and 91 tubes

in y-direction) and A ) 0.08 (75 tubes in x-direction and

116 tubes in y-direction). These results demonstrate some

flexibility in the levels of anisotropy that can be engineered

into films of SWNTs by use of transfer approaches. Such

layouts could be useful for various applications in chemical

sensing, transparent electronics, light-emitting devices, logic

circuits, and memory cells.

Next, we used these types of devices to determine, using

the four-point probe method (Van der Pauw formula),23 sheet

resistances from the measured resistances between pairs of

electrodes for crossbar arrays with different densities of tube/

tube junctions, D. In particular, constant current was applied

to E1 and E2 (and, separately, E2-E3, E3-E4, and E4-E1),

while the voltage was measured between E3 and E4 (and,

separately, E4-E1, E1-E2, and E2-E3). Sheet resistance of

the film can be written24 as Rs ) C(λ)R, where C(λ) is a

correction coefficient which is derived as C(λ) ) π/ln 2 +

(1/64)(π3/(ln 2)2)λ2,24 and λ is the ratio of contact length to

total length of the boundary of the sheet.

Here, vertical and horizontal refer to the x̂ + ŷ and x̂ - ŷ

directions, respectively. For the device geometry shown in

Figure 6b, λ ∼ 0.7, which provides a correction coefficient

of ∼5. Figure 7b shows the results. The sheet resistances

varied from ∼66.5 kΩ/sq at D ) ∼1.4 juntions/µm2 to ∼31.5

kΩ/sq at D ) ∼7.7 juntions/µm2. The sheet resistance of

the random network in Figure 6c is ∼585 kΩ/sq at D )

∼10 juntions/µm2. The silicon substrate was grounded during

the measurement. The two-terminal (E2-E4) resistance of

the aligned nanotube film (Figure 6a) is ∼50 kΩ (surface

coverage: ∼0.5%), while the value is ∼495 kΩ for the

random network nanotube film as shown in Figure 6c

(surface coverage: ∼1.1%).

In summary, we developed a method for transferring and

combining collections of SWNTs in a wide variety of formats

ranging from random networks to perfectly aligned arrays,

and integrated versions of these geometries. We demonstrated

SWNTs arrays, formed by guided growth on single-crystal

quartz substrates, to other surfaces including glass, plastic,

and high k-films without substantially altering the alignment

or coverage of the SWNTs. Simple structures, including

transparent conductors, demonstrate the electrical functional-

ity of single and multilayer SWNT layouts. These results

might be of interest for various applications of SWNTs in

electronics, optoelectronics, sensors, and nanomechanical

systems.

Figure 7. (a) Electrical measurements on different types of “films”
of SWNT generated by growth and transfer, including aligned arrays
(i), crossbars (ii), and random networks (iii) with various four
terminal probing combinations (E1-E2, E1-E3, E1-E4, E2-E3, E2-
E4, E3-E4). The graph shows current (I) and voltage (V) response
that indicates linear, metallic response with levels of anisotropy
that reflect the underlying anisotropy of the SWNT arrangements
in the films. Panel (b) shows sheet resistances of crossbar layouts
of SWNTs (black symbols) as a function of the density of tube-
tube junctions. The red square corresponds to the case of a random
network of SWNTs.
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